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ASsTRAcr

The vesuvianite strustur€ hss ideal symmetry P$/nnc, but many vesuvianite samples show physical properties that indicate
deviations from this syffnefly. Here we examine 76 samples of vesuvianite from approximately 50 different localities, and
focus on their physical and chemical properties that are affected by symmetry. Tbree groups are recognized, on the basis of
optical properties: (i) normal crystals of vesuvianite show uniform extinction and small (G-5") 2V; (ii) blocky crystals of vesu-
vianite show inegularly shaped areas of variable birefringence in a (001) section, with 2V values in the range 5-35'; (iii) sec-
tor-zoned crystals of vesuvianite show {001}, {101} and {100} sectors with low (-5'), intermediate (2G-35") and high
(40-60') values of 2V, respectively; some crystals may be more complex, with { 110} zones. X-ray precession photographs of
fragments from each of the sectors show the number and intensity of the "glide-violating" reflections to increase in the
sequence { 101 } -+ {001 } + { 100}; in addition, deviations from AlmnnI-ate symmetry also were apparent. Difhrse streaking
is associated with the'\,iolahng" reflections. Possible derivative space-groups can be derived from the P$lnrc pwent grotp
using groupreduction techniques. This shows that several space groups previously suggested are not possible. In addition, sev-
eral ofthe derivative space-groups can be eliminated, as the observed optic orientations are not compatible with these syrnme-
tries. A combination of optical and X-ray-dilfraction evidence indicates that the symmetry of vesuvianite is P2ln (or Pn),We
suggest that there is a continuous (or near-continuous) ferroelastic phase transition between a high-temperature P4lnnc stntc-
ture and a low-temperafine P2Jn or Pn structure. Differential order of cations over pai$ of sites in the channels of tle structure
cannot drive the transition to ^F2lln symmetry, as the associated order-parameter does not transform as the active irreducible
relnesentation of this transition. The variety of optical types of vesuvianite are a result of differeut relationships between the
temperature interval of crystallization and the temperature of the phase transition.

Keywords: vesuvianite, symmetry, ferroelastic phase transition, channel, degree of order.

Sol"naarns

La structue de la v6suvianite possede une sym6trie idlzIe PLlnnc, mais les propri6t6s physiques de plusieurs 6chantillons
t6moignent d'une sym6trie diff6rente. Nous examinons ici soixante-seize 6chantillons provenant de cinquante localit6s diff6-
rentes, en portant notre attention sur les propri6t6s physiques et chimiques qui sont affect6es par la symdtrie. Nous r6partissons
les &hantillons en fois groupes selon leurs propri6t6s optiques: i) cristaux nonnau( montrant un angle d'extinction unifonne
et un angle 2V faible (G-5"); ii) cristaux en blocs montrant des zones d forme irr6gulihre, de bir6fringence variable dans une
section (001), avec 2V entr:e 5 et 35o, et iii) cristaux h zonation en secteurs, ayant des secteua {001 }, { 101 } et { 100} avec 2V
faible (-5), interm6diaire (20-35), et 6lev6 (40-600), respectivement. Certains de ces cristaux sont m6me plus complexes, et
montrent des zones {110}. D'aprbs les clichds de pr6cession (en diffraction X) de fragments provenant de chacun de ces
secteurs, le nombre et l'intensitd des r6flexions en violation des plans de glissement augmentent dans l'ordre { 101 } + {001 }
+ { 100}. De plus, les &arts d la sym€tie deI,aue 4lnmm sont dvidents. L'dtirement des taches est li6 i la pr6sence de r6flex-
ions qui causent les vioLations. Irs groupes spatiaux d6rivatifs possibles d6coulent du groupe parent P4lnnc par techniques de
r6duction de groupe. Plusieurs groupes spatiaux propos6s ant6rieuement ne sont pas des choix possibles. De plus, plusieun
des groupes spatiaux d6rivatifs peuvent 6tre dliminds i cause de leur incompatibili€ avec les orientations optiques observ6es.
Une combinaison des 6vidences optiques et en difhaction X montre que la sym6trie de la v6suvianite serajrt run (ou Pz). Nous
croyons qu'il existe une transition feno6lastique continue (ou presque) entre une structue P4lnnc stable I temp6rature 6lev6e
et une structure HJn or: Pz stable A faible temp6ratue. Une mise en ordre diffdrentielle des cations impliquant des paires de
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sites dans les canaux de la structure ne saurait 6tre responsable d'une transition i la sym6trie P2ln, pwce que le parambtre de
mise en ordre associ6 ne se transforme pas dans la reprdsentation active irr6ductible de cette transition. I-,a vai6tf des types
optiques de la v6suvianite r6sulte des relations entre I'intervalle de tempdrature de cristallisation et la tempdrature de l'inver-
sion.

(fraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: v6suvianite, sym6trie, transition de phase ferro-6lastique, canal, degr6 d'ordre.

INIRoDucrroN

Vesuvianite is a common rock-forming and acces-
sory silicate mineral. In most texts on mineralogy and
optical mineralogy, it is described as tetragonal, with
the occasional comment that optically anomalous
and biaxial varieties also are known. In fact, there are
major uncertainties in the symmetry, structure and
chemistry of vesuvianite, uncertainties that have
resisted considerable effort to clarify and understand
them. As part of a general investigation of vesuvianite
(Groat et al. L992a,b), we here examine the structural
aud physical characteristics that pertain to the question
of symmefy and the factors that affect it.

Pnsuous WoRK

There are two principal types of experimental infor-
mation that have been used in the derivation of
the symmetry of vesuvianite: optics and diffraction.
We will review the published work in some detail,
as it indicates some of the ways in which the problem
can be approached from new directions.

Optical evidence

Vesuvianite commonly occurs as very large and
well-developed euhedral crystals that exhibit tetra-
gonal morphology. Nevertheless, examination
in tansmitted light shows them commonly to be biax-
ial, and some show complex sector-zoning. These
features were discussed in detail by Arem (1973), and
it is apparent from his review that vesuvianite shows
an extremely wide variation in optical properties:
"no two idocrase specimgns seemed to give the same
results". TmFortant optical features of vesuvianite are
summarized as follows: (i) Some vesuvianite samples
are uniaxial. (ii) Many vesuvianite samples are biaxial,
w\th 2V varying in the range 0-62". (ii| Some vesu-
vianite crystals are sector-zoned, the sectors being
related to the bounding crystal faces. The sectors are
subtended by a specific face at the surface of the crys-
lal, and sectors may be idenffied by the Miller indices
of the subtending face (or form). (iv) Some vesu-
vianite crystals show an iregular zonal pattem (if cut
normal to the Z axis), with the different zones extin-
guishing in different positions; these crystals show

complete homogeneity in al1 major elements (Ca" Si,
Al, Mg, Fe) (Arem 1973). (v) Some vesuvianite
crystals show a lamellar $tructure that, in Arem's
opinion, is due to twinning.

Much work has been published on the optical prop-
erties of vesuvianiteo and there is sufficient repro-
ducibility from locality to locality as studied by differ-
ent investigators to indicate that the differences
in optical properties are real.

Dffiaction evidence

Warren & Modell (1931) solved the crystal struc-
ture of vesuvianite in the space-grotp P4lnnc. T\is
symmetry was assumed to be correct until the work
of Arem & Bumham (1969). Using precession photo-
graphy, these authors showed that one or more of the
glide-plane extinction criteria f.or P4lnnc symmetry
are violated in many samples from a variety of local-
ities; thus a variety of space-groups were proposed
(Table 1). Vesuvianite samples from several localities
have P4lnnc symmetry; for some other localities, tle
symmetry is reduced. The space-grorp P4lnmm ww
proposed, with the deviations from P4lnnc symmetry
characterized as'ostrong" and "weak". Violations
of the z-glide perpendicular to [001] also were
observed in three samples, giving the possible space-
groups P4lmmm, P42m, P4m2, P4mm and P422; for
one sample from Asbestos, Quebec, a positive piezo-
electric response eliminated P\lmrnm as a possibility
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P4nc

OR

A B C D

Fto. 1. Possibilities for order among channel cations in the
vesuvianite structure; affangements A and B are compa-
tible with P4ln symmetry, C and D are compatible with
P4zc symmetry, and a statistical combination of all four
anangements is compatible wth P4lnnc symmenry. The
notation of sites is from Groat et al. (1992a).

(although the ubiquity of quartz as inclusions in vesu-
vianile makes this a very difficult experiment).

Sapountzis & Katagas (1980) assigned the space-
group P4lnnm to a vesuvianite sample from Greece.
Allen (1985) suggested a further set of non-teftagonal
space-groups (Table 1) as possible symmetr.ies for
vesuvianite, based on the fact that many samples are
biaxial rather than uniaxial as required by tetragonal
symmetry.

Giuseppetti &Mazzi (1983) were the first to attack
the problem of non-P4/nnc vesuvianite, refining the
structure of a vesuvianite crystal from Val d'Ala,
Piemonte, in the space-grcup P4ln. This particular
crystal showed large numbers of weakly observed
reflections of the type lfil, h + ft odd, and hhl, I odd,
consistent with the space-group P4ln,Tlis reduction
in symme0ry allows additional ordering of the cations
that occupy the chamel sites in tle structure. The pos-
sibilities for such ordering are shown in Figure 1;
arrangements A and B are compatible with P4lz sym-
meffy, ilrangements C and D are compatible with
P4nc symmetryo and a statistical combination of all
four arrangements is compatible with P4lnnc syrnme-
try. For P4ln symmety, each channel site equivalent
tn P4lnnc is split into two nonequivalent sites of simi-
lar geometry. Site-occupancy refinements by
Giuseppetti & Mazzi (1983) showed that there is sig-
nificant ordering over the pseudo-equivalent sites in
the cha::nel. More recent refinements n P4/n and p4
were reported by Allen (1985), Allen & Burnham
(1983a, b) and Fitzgerald et al. (1986, 1987), and
various discussions of possible schemes of order com-
patible with different tetragonal sym_metries have been
given. Allen & Burnham (1992)have further devel-
oped the scheme of Giuseppetti &Mazzi (1983). They
proposed that vesuvianite consists of ordered domains
based on P4/n, P4, P4nc or lower symmetry. Crystals
witl equal volumes of domains show P4lnnc (long-
range) symmetry, whereas crystals with unequal
volumes of (differently ordered) domains show sym-
mefiry 'tonsistent with the preferred scheme of ordet''.

The proposed differences in the various domains are
associated with different schemes of order at the partly
occupied I(1) and X(4) sites in the channels of the
structure. These and previous arguments have not
specifically addressed the non-tetragonal aspects
ofthe vesuvianite structure; this is done here.

E:esRnfiI.nAL

Groat et al. (1992a) characterized the chemistry of
a wide range of vesuvianite samples that form the
basis for the work presented here. Selected samples
ftom this set are examined by optical methodso preces-
sion photography, single-crystal X-ray diffractometry
and high-resolution transmission elecfton microscopy
(HRTEM).

Optics

Sections were prepared both parallel to (001) and
(100), generally 250 Fm in thickness. For most of
the samples listed by Groat et al. (1992a),2V was
measured by the method of Tobi or Kamb (Bloss
1961). To check on the reliability of these measure-
ments,2V also was measured on a spindle stage with
a filtered source (1, = 590 nm), using the program
EXCALIBR @loss 1981). For crystals in which sector
zoning was observedo serial sections were cut such
that the three-dimensional nature of the sector zonins
could be recorded.

Some simple heating experiments were done with a
Fluid, Inc. fluid-inclusion heating stage on a Nikon
Optiphot microscope. A (001) section of sample V12
was heated in air from 25 to 500'C and simulta-
neously examined in cross-polarized light to observe
the effect of temFerature on the deviation from uni-
axial optics.

P rec e s s ion photo graphy

Following detailed electron-microprobe analysis
of oriented sections, specific fragments of the crystal
were removed from the thick section for precession
photo$aphy; in this way, the chemistry and optical
properties of the fragment were known prior to the dif-
fraction experiment. In addition, this enabled spindle-
stage measurements of 2V to be compared with analo-
gous values obtained by the Tobi or Kamb methods.
These fragments were ground into spheres to eliminate
differential absorption as a function of crystal orienta-
tion, as this can be a source of apparent deviations in
diffraction intensities from the true (Laue) symmetry
of the crystal.

These crystals were mounted on glass fibers and
examined on a conventional precession camera witl
filtered MoKcr X-radiation. Long-exposure zero- and
upper-level precession photographs were taken with
o'wef'fitn. All photographs were taken at two differ-
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ent values of the precession angle (usually 25" and
30) in order to identify possible Renninger (double-
diffraction) effects.

CeIl dimensions

Groat et al. (L992a) measured cell dimensions
on all their chemically characterized samples using
single-crystal X-ray diffractometry. However, they
constrained their cell dimensions to ietragonal s)rlnme-
try (a = b). We rerefined these data without any metric
consftaints on the cell dimensions so that the refine-
ment results are free to reflect any metric deviations
of the unit cell from tetagonal symmetry.

Measarernent of dffiacrton inten sirtes

Crystals were mounted on aNicoletR3mautomated
four-circle diffractometer equipped with a molybde-
num X-ray tube and a highly oriented graphite-crystal
monochromator mounted in equatorial geometry.
Twenty-five reflections were automatically centered,
and least-squares refinement produced the cell dimen-
sions (Table 2) and an orientation matrix relating
the crystal axes to the dilfractometer axes. Intensity
data were collected in e - 2e scan mode according
to the procedure of Groat et al. (L99'2b). Complete sets
of selected equivalent reflections (in 4lrnmm Laue
symmetry) were collected in order to quantitatively
compare the intensity distributions with the possible
Iaue elements of symmetry. Intensities systematically
absetttn P4lnr?c symmetry also were collected.

High-re solution transmis sion electron microscopy

A (100) section of Yl2 was examined with an
Hitachi 100 kV transmission electron micloscope,
equipped with a tilting stage. An ion mill was used
to make an edge thin enough to allow transmission
of the electron beam. Both HRTEM images and
selected-area diffraction (SAD) patterns were obtained
fromthe samole.

TAB1I 2. UNCON9IIA]INED CEI,L DIUENSIONS FOR V12'
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REsuLTs

Optics

2V measurements. Yaiations in birefringence are
a prominent feature of some samples of vesuvianite;
we describe these variations with the terms "low"o
"intermediate" andofigh", emphasizing that higS bire-
fringence is of the order 0.003. Values of.2V fot
selected samples are given in Table 3; values vary
from 0 to over 60o. It should be noted that where 2V
is small (<5o), the isogyres tend to be rather diffuse,
and it is difficult to ffierentiate between true uniaxial
behavior and slight biaxiality. There is good agree-
ment between the spindle-stage and thin-section
measurements of'2V, indicating that the latter are
reasonably accuiate (perhaps t2'). A1l samples
of boron-free vebuvianite are optically negative; all
boron-bearing Samples are optically positive. This
confirms the.observations of Oftedal (I9&), Khotina
(1968) andSerdyuchenko et al. (1968). At boron con-
tents someivhat less than the minimum (1.25 atoms
per formtll'a'unit) found by Groat et al. (1992a)
in crystals of boron-bearing vesuvianite, there must be
an isotropic vesuvianite (assuming complete solid-
solution between boron-free and boron-bearing
vesuvianites).

Textural Opes. T\e vesuvianite samples examined
in thin (thick) section show a variety of textures
in both plane- and cross-polarized [ght. They can be
divided into three basic types: (i) Normal vesuvianite:
these crystals show uniform extinction and usually
have a small 2V; the majority ?95Vo) of vesuvianite
samples are of this type. An example is shown
in Figure 2a (Y40, Monte Somma, Italy). Although
there is uniforrn extinction, a pronounced optical zon-
ing is present. A BSE image @g. 2b) shows the opti-
cal zoning to correspond to differences in mean atomic
number. (ii) Bloclcy vesuvianite: the (001) section is
divided into irregularly shaped areas of variable bire-
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Frc.2. (a) (001) section of a normal vesuvianite (x30; V40, Monte Somm4 Italy) in
plane-polarized light, showing optical zoning; (b) BSE image of the core of V40'
showing compositional zoning. Scale bar: 500 pm.

fringence, 2V and optical orientation; these areas tend birefringence rim and a rudimentary low-birefringence
to have sfiaight boundaries, but do not seem to sho\r core may be present. These features are illustrated in

any prefened crystallographic orientation. A high- Figure 3a for a sample from the Jeffrey mine, Quebec

621
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Hc. 3. (a) (001) section (X20) of Y22 @locky vesuvianire.;
in cross-polarized ligh! showing optical zoning; (b) BSE
image of one corner of Y22, showing compositional
2ening between the rim and the rest of the crystal. Scale
bar: 500 pm.

(Y22; note that samples from this locality are very
variable with regard to all properties). A highly bire-
fringent zone (2V = 48o) surrounds a blocky zone
with undulose extinction and variable birefringence
(16 < 2V < 21."). A BSE image (Fre. 3b) shows signifi-
cant compositional differences between the rim and
the rest of the crystal. (iii) Sector-zoned vesuvianite:
(001) sections of these crystals shorr a low-birefrin-
gence core and a high-birefringence rim, with addi-
tional sectors or zones that vary from sample to
sample; some show an intermediate-birefringence
zone around the core, whereas others show distinct
sectors along the [1 10] directions of the crystal.

Ftc. 4. Sketch of (001) section through Vl2, as seen in cross-
polarized light.

One particular type-(iii) sample from the Jeffrey
mine (Vl2) is translucent, pale brown, and forms
{100} prisms singly terminated by {101} and {001}
forms. A single crystal was sectioned, and a sketch
is shown in Figure 4.Each zone in the (001) section
can be associated with a face of the crystal; these
zones will be henceforth denoted by the corresponding
face-symbol or form-symbol. The {001 } sector (core)
has low birefringence; 2Vvuies from 0 to 10o, andthe
optic axis is parallel to Z. T\e {101} sectors have
intermediate birefringence and 2V = 36o with strong
dispersion (r rrv). The {100} sectors (rim) have high
birefringence (-0.003); 2V is approximately equal
b 6442" .In all sectors, the optic axial plane is,orient-
ed orthogonal to the sector boundaries [l'.e., I | (010)
in {101} ard {100} sectorsl. This was characteristic
of all crystals and all samples examined. Precession
photography confirmed that the principal morpho-
logical form present is { 100 } rather than { 1 I 0 }.

Sarnple V75 from the Wilui River, former U.S.S.R.,
occurs as large doubly terminated crystals with promi-
nent {100} and {101} and less prominent {001} and
{110}, set in an extensively serpentinized matrix.
Figure 5 shows part of a (001) section; the core has
a cross-hatched pattern (possibly due to trvinning), and
the rim and {110} sectors show fine striations. The
{001} sector has a low birefringence, and 2V varies
from 0 to 10'; the {100} sectors have higher birefrin-
gence, and 2V varies in the range 10-25. Again, all
sectors rue optically positive, and V75 is an example
of boron-bearing vesuvianite. BSE irnages indicate the
presence of chemical differences between the various
sectors. The sector-zoned vesuvianite V44 from
Mexico closely resembles V75; both have weakly
developed sector-zoning, are optically positive and



boron-bearing, whereas V12 and V71 have strongly
developed sector-zoning, are optically negative and
are boron-free.

Heating experiments. At room temperafure, V12
shows sectors of different birefringence when
observed down [001] in cross-polarizd light; in parti-
cular, the {101} and {100} sectors show strong bire-
fringence. With increasing temperature, the birefrin-
gence of these sectors decreases, until at -500oC, the
sectors are almost extinct. This finding suggests that
the deviation from uniaxial optics decreases with
increasing temperature; accurate measurements
of birefringence atd 2V as a function of temperature
are desirable.

P rec e s sion photo graphy

Four crystals were examined in detail. The spectac-
ular optical zoning and large variation in 2V prompted
examination of each sector in V12 from the Jeffrey
mine; crystals from the {001} core, {101} intermedi-
ate, and {100} rim sectors are designated Y72c,YI2i
and V12r, respectively. In addition, the core zone
of V75 from Wilui was examined because of the pres-
ence ofboron and the low content ofOH.

There are two types of diffraction symmetry that we
can examine by precession photography: (l) Inue sym-
metry: with regard to vesuvianite, we searched for
violations of the standard 4lmmm symmetry on all
levels. (ii) Translational symmetry.' all elements
of translational symmstry (glides, screws) give rise
to "systematic absences"; in practice, the presence
of such elements of symmetry imposes restrictions
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on the indices of the reflections that can be observed,
and ooviolations'o of such restrictions indicate that the
symmetry element i5 not present. PLlnnc has several
elements of translational symmg6y' these and their
violating reflections are listed in Table 4. Following
Allen (1985), we designate these violating reflec-
tions as being of types a, b or c for convenience of
expression.

It should be noted that symmetry violation can
be coupled between these two types. Thus violation
of glide symmetry also violates the corresponding mir-
ror symmetry of the Laue group. This connection is
of some importance, as it provides supporting evi-
dence for the absence of a glide plane. This is neces-
sary, as the occurrence of double diffraction can give
rise to additional intensity at any point in the reci-
procal lattice; if the point in the reciprocal lattice has
zero primary Bragg intensity because of the presence
of elements of translational symmetry, this additional
intensity can give the appearance of glide-violating
(or screw-violating) reflecfions. As indicated above,
all precession photographs were taken at two different
precession (p) angles, as this changes the conditions

TABLE 4. P4/mc F'rtLNCIloN CoNDITIoNS

synboL cltdo P1@ Vlolathg
C@dlttoG

r gllds perpendicul-d to c hko; & * & odd
n gl-lde perpendicuL& to a h07, A + i odd

0 k l , k + 7 o d d

! gltde perpondlcular to [1101 ]thl, I odd

TIIE SYMMETR.Y OF VESWIANTTE

I,lG. 5. Part of a (001) section of V75 in plane-polarized light ( x 15), showing { 100} and
{110} sectors.
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for double diffraction to occur while leaving the con-
ditions for the occumence of Bragg reflections
unchanged. As an example ofthis, Figures 6a, b show
two (h0l) zero-level photographs taken for Y12c at
a p of 25' and 30", respectively. Note that the promi-
nent (702) reflection in Figure 6a is absent in Figure
6b, indicating that it is caused by double diffraction;
note also that this reflection is sharper than the rest
ofthe normal Bragg reflections, a feature that is char-
acteristic of Renninger reflections. Reflection (702)
violates all n-glide criteria tn P4lnnc (Table 4), show-
ing the impofiance of confirming that symmetry-
violating reflections are actually true Bragg reflec-
tions, and not caused by double diffraction.

For vesuvianite V75c, there are no true violatino

reflections observed in any of the precession photo-
graphs. As shown in Figure 7, all reflections are sharp
and round, and there is no observable s6eaking (dif-
fuse intensity). Close visual inspection showed equal
intensify of reflections related by 90o rotations around
tbe Z axis, and reflections related by the horizontal and
vertical mirror planes. Thus the Laue symmetry
is 4lrnmm, and the space-group symmetry detennined
by precession photography is P4lnnc.

In V12c (Figs. 6a, b, c), the reflections are not
as sharp as those for V75c (Fig. 7), and some dilfrrse
streaking is apparent. There is a significant number
of b-type reflections (Table 5); some are quite strong
le.S., (604)1, but most are relatively weak and show
streaking in the a" direction. Streaking also is asso-
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ciated with oonon-violating" reflectionso and is espe-
cially noticeable on tle zero-level, being prominent
around (004), (008) and along (103) and (ft06) rows.
The (ftft0) zero-level (Fig. 6c) shows faint diagonal
streaking le.e., | | [110] around (440) and (480)1. All
reflections related by 90o rotations about Z have equal
intensities (as judged by eye). However, this is not the
case for reflections related by vertical mi:ror planes;
weak high-index reflections (such as 7 1l 0 and
11 7 0) show notable differences in intensity, a feature
that is also seen on upper-level (hkl) ad (ftt3) photo-
graphs. Violating reflections of type c also are
observed in these upper levels, which is consistent
with the loss of the diagonal vertical mirror planes
in the Laue symmetry.

Ftc. 6. Precession photographs, sample YL2: (a) n (h0D
zero-level photograph of Y12c (p = 25', 84 hours expo-
sure); (b) the same as (a), but with p = 30" (82 houn);
(c) an (ltlc0) zero-level photograph of Vl2c (84 hours);
(d) an (i04 photograph of V12i (83 hours); (e) aa (hn)
photograph of V12i (84 hours); (f) n (h0D photograph
of Vl2r (87 hours); (g) an (fttO) photograph of. Yl2r
(87 hours).

Corresponding precession photographs of V12i
(Figs. 6d, e) show most of the features present
in V12c. However, the violating reflections are con-
siderably weakero although the same Laue group sym-
metry and "space-group extinctions" are observed.
A similar streaking is apparent in these photographs,
although it is less prominent than in the photographs
from the core {001 } region.

Precession photographs for V12r are shown
in Figures 6f, g. Inspection shows far more violating
reflections than in Yl2c and V12i: these are listed
in Table 5. The violating reflections are more intense
and much less diffrrse than is the case for analogous
reflections in the core and intermediate sectors. Very
little streaking is apparent in the photographs. The
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Frc. 7. hecession photographs, sample V75: (a) an (/rOf photograph (102.5 hours); O) an (l*0) photograph (81 hours).

same Laue group symmetry is observed; the fourfold
axis is retained, but there is non-equivalence across
the vertical mirrors.

From the precession photography and optical
results, we can make the following statements about
the symmetry of vesuvianite crystals V75 and V12: (i)
in V75c, no reflections seen on the precession photo-
graphs violate P4lnnc symmeffy, even though 2V cart
range up to 10o; (ii) all sectors of V12 show b- and
c-type violating reflections, together with loss of verti-
cal mirror-plane Laue symmetry; howevern no a-fype
reflections were observed. and the horizontal mirror

IABLE 5. EE LEcf,IoNg VIOIATINC Er[lNCIlOtr COtrDXf,IOlls EOR P4/@.
FRoU X-BAY PR!0E88I6I nroroctsAnr' (Vt2)

hb7 a'  b '  c '  hhl e '  b '  c ' hht

synrmeff.y ofthe Laue group is retained. There is also
no diffraction evidence for the loss of fourfold rota-
tional symmetry I I Z aespite the fact that 2V ranges
up to 62o. The precession photographs thus indicate
that the maximam symmetry of V12 is P4ln, and show
no evidence of deparnre from tetragonal symmetry.

Sin gle - cry stal intens ity datt

These data provide two types of evidence con-
cerning the diffraction symmetry of vesuvianite:
(i) systematic investigation of Laue symmetry, and
(ii) complete and quantitative measurement of viol-
ating reflections,

Allen (1985) reported that a crystal of vesuvianite
from Eden Mills (Vermont) shows an unequal distib-
ution of intensities over the (hkl) set equivalent
in Laue gtovp  lrnrnrn, and concluded that this sample
has Laue group symmety 4lm. Table 6 shows this
particular set ofreflections for all four crystals (V75c,
Y12c,YL2r, V12r) examined in detail here; only half

TABII 6. INTE{SITIE8 (cps a 10-s) FOR 346 AID EqUnIAI]EA'T
NEFLECfiONS (P4/tuc)

V12 core V12 Lobi. Vl2 rta

r.n 2 @!s

a
t

i

A a  I  x
9 9 1  !

l o  o  3  :
l o l o  I  a
t l l l  I  x
l S l S  I  a

O  1 4  *  4 4 1
O  t  6  a  5 O 2
1 O 4  3  5 0 6
I  0 6  a  6 6 1
1  O 1 2  N  7  7  |
2 O O  a  8 O 3
3 0 6  a

4 a a 0 3 a
6  x  A B  I  a
8  i  9  O I O  a

1 2  x  9  0 1 2  a
I  a  l O  O  3  x
2 x l 0 O Z x
6  x  l O l O  I  x
8  t  l l  O  2  x
3  a  l l l r  I  a
I  i  l 2 l 2  |  :

4 a 3
6 x 3
9 x 3

1 2 a g
1 4  a  4
. l a s
6 a s
g r s

1 2 a 5
3 i 5

\42 hr@dlat€

I  O  t  x  2 0 3  x  5 O 2  :
I  0 4  a  2 o s  x  6 6  t  a
1 0 6  x W5 co!6

0
0
o
o
o
I
I
I
I
2

VI2 rts 2L5<3t
2t7 <1'
214(3)

219(3)

211(X)
215(3)
2L6(3)
213(3)

t 99(4)
496(4)

490<4)
/,95(4)

484<4)
476<4'
482<4)
484<4)

235<3'
229(3'

228<3)

233(3)

225Q)
228<3)
227 <3'
223<3)

290(3)
293(3)

263(3)
257 <3'
298(3)
299<3)
260(3)
264(t'

l s B
A a 6

d 4 6

3 4 6

o a 6
3 4 6
4 3 6
4 3 6
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of ttre reflections \ryere measured. as the other half
of the set are the Friedel equivalents. For V75c, there
is no significant variation in iniensify; the mean value
is 215, with a dispersion of t 4, as compared with the
standard deviation of 4 for an individual intensity.
Similar calculations for the various zones of V12 show
significant differences in the intensities of potentially
equivalent reflections. This is particularly noticeable
for Vl2r, in which the reflections split up into two
equivalent sets of mean intensities, 295(4) nd26l(3t,
respectively; this difference of 34 can be compared
with the pooled standard deviation of 4.6 to indicate
that this difference is highly significant. Similar rela-
tions occur for other specific sets of reflections (e.g.,
{L241,  {1261,  {133}  and {137} are par t icu lar ly
notable in this regard), witl much larger deviations
than for {346}. However, for VL2, they only split
up into the same two sets as {346}; the 4-fold rota-
tional symmetry is preserved for all sets of reflections
examined. It should be noted that fle glide-violating
reflections do not show tlis same relationship; they
seem to obey complete 4lmmm Laue symmetry. Thus
for V12r, all vertical mirror planes are lost from the
Laue group 4lmmm, resulting tn4lmLaue symmetry.

In the collection of the single-crystal intensity data
for all four crystals, reflections systematically absent
in P4lnnc were collected and processed in the same

way as all allowed Bragg reflections; thus we measure
the intensity of all potentially violating reflections. All
violating reflections exceeding 5o (based on counting
statistics) are shown in Table 7. Certainly for YlZc
and V12r, there are many observed ostensibly viol-
ating reflections. However, these may be due to dou-
ble diffraction, and it is necessary to confirrn at least
some of them as Bragg reflections. This may be done
by monitoring the reflection intensity as tle crystal
is rotated about the psi vector. When the crystal is in
the Bragg diffracting position, the direction orthogonal
to the plane of the reflection is called the psi direction
(or vector). If the crystal is rotated about the psi
vector, the conditions for Bragg diffraction remain
unchanged; however, the conditions for double
diffraction do not remain so; consequently, reflections
due to double diffraction can be detected by loss
of intensity upon crystal rotation about psi. Some of
the stronger violating reflections in Table 7 were
examined in this fashion to confirm their validitv
as Bragg reflections. Figure 8 shows results of psi-
scans for reflections 210 from Yl2i and reflections
333, 540, and 10.03 from V12r. For reflections
210 and 540, the observed intensities scatter about
zero as the crystals are rotated around psi; double
diffraction is apparent as sharp spikes above back-
ground (where the doubly diffracted beam coincides

TABIa 7. RXI'l,EctIoNs VIOIATINC ErrInoTIoN CoNDITIoNS FOR p4/nc FRO{ X-RAy INrENsrTr
DATASSIS (r/oF > 5.O0)
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with the position of the Bragg peak) and sharp spikes
below background (where the doubly diffracted beam
coincides with the position of a background measure-
ment). For reflections 333 and 10.03, the observed
intensities scatter about positive values (-1500 and
2000 cps, respectively); thus although double diffrac-
tion does occur at some values ofpsi, giving the char-
acteristic sprky profile to the scan, these two reflec-
tions are valid Bragg reflections.

Possible space-groups

The basic structure of vesuvianite has space-gtroup
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symmetry P4lnnc, and thus any simple structural
modification of this can only occur in a space group
that is a subgroup or supergroup of this basic sym-
metry. There are no three-dimensional space gloups
that are supergroups of PLlnnc. this limits the possible
space-group symmetries to subgroups of P4lnnc.
These may be derived from the group multiplication
table for ,P4lnnc (Table 8) by systematic deletion
of elements, such that the remaining elements satisff
the basic axioms of group theory and hence constitute
a space group; note that as P4lnnc is of rank 16; deriv-
ative space-groups must have ranks of 8, 4, 2 or l.
Iteration of this procedure through all possibilities



gives the space grcups of Table 9, which hence con-
tains all possible space-group symmetries for vesu-
vianite structnres. Note that several space-groups sug-
gested by previous authors are tuot presenl and hence
such proposals cannot be correct.

Hi gh-re s olution tTanenis sion ele ctron mic ro sc opy

A (100) section of V12 was examined using high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy. A hole

629

was milled through the sample in such a way that all
t h ree  sec to rs  ( {100 } ,  { 101 } ,  and  {001 } )  cou ld
be examined. A carefrrl search of each sector showed
no evidence of domain structtue or variable intensity.
However, in moving from one sectorto another, it was
necessary to tilt the stage in order to recenter the
image of (001). Further investigation showed that
in the { 101 } and {001} sectors, Z tilts inward (toward
the center of the crystal) by as much as 3o. This agrees
with optical observations.
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D$cussIoN

The symmetry of vesuvianite

Different crystals of vesuvianite show different
degrees of deviation from P4lnnc symmetry. With
regard to this, the following questions are pertinent:
(i) do any samFles of vesuvianite bave P4lnnc symme-
try at room temperature? (ii) do all non-tetragonal
vesuvianite crystals have the same space-group sym-
metry? Both of these questions are difficuft to answel
as very small deviations from a specific syrnmetry are
difficult to chatacteize. Perhaps a more pragmatic
answer to the first question is that some samples show
only minor to negligible deviations fuom P4lnnr sym-
metry, and the structure can be adequately described
in this space group; structure refinement in a lower
symmetry shows no detectable deviations from
P4lnnc. For the second question, the same diffrculties
apply. What is definite is tlat some samples show con-
siderable deviations ftom P4lnnc symmefiy, and the
important thing is to decide on the correct (or most
appropriate) space group(s) for these structures, which
we refer to collectivd as the low-symmetry structure.

A combination of optical and diffraction observa-
tions with tle group-subgroup arguments limits the
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space groups possible for low-symmetry vesuvianite
to a small number of possibilities. The following
observations are pertinent: (i) diffraction evidence
shows that when compared to the ideal P4lnnc sftac-
ture, all glide-plane symmefries are violated exceptfor
the n-glide perpendicular to Z; (i) optical examination
shows vesuvianite to be biaxial; (iii) the optic axial
plane is parallel or perpendicular to the axes of
an ideal tetagonal crystal; and the (iv) possible space
groups of vesuvianite must be subgroups of P4lnrrc.

Combination of these points gives the possible
space-groups of low-symmetry vesuvianite as P2ln
or its subgroups. For P2ln syrnmetry, the unique axis
is Z (tetragonal), and all subgroups (Pn, P2, PI, PI)
are possible with this orientation. However, the space
group P2 also is possible with the unique axis along
X or I (tetragonal).

It seems worthwhile to make some fairly general
remarks about the symmetry aspects of vesuvianite
before specific physical and chemical details are con-
sidered. Here we have a situation where there is
an obvious prototype structure (with P4lnnc symme-
try), and most (or all) of the structures have some type
of subgroup relationship to this prototype. For the pre-
sent, \re allow the possibility that individual structures
of vesuvianite might adopt different space-goup sym-
menie$, depending on details of chemistry or history
of crystallization and equilibration. This strongly
suggests that there is a continuous second-order phase
transition between a (high-temperature) P4lnnc stttc-
ture and a lower-symmetry modification. Such situa-
tions are best considered within the framework
of Landau theory (Tol6dano & Tol6dano 1980, Salje
1990).

Inndau theory

The basic ideas of this theory are fairly simple. For
a continuous phase-transition, the difference between
the high-symmery phase and the low-symmetry phase
is zero at the transition. As conditions change away
from the transition into the field of stability of the low-
symmetry phase, tle difference between the high-sym-
metry phase and the low-symmstry phase increases.
If we normalize the difference such that its possible
values are in the range G-1, this difference is called
the order parameter; note that we have not yet speci-
fied the physical nature of the order parameter. In
a continuous phase-transition, the order parameter
changes continuously from zero to non-zero values,
and these non-zero values are small close to the phase
transition. We can express the free energy of tle sys-
tem in terms of the free energy of the part conespond-
ing to the high-symmetry phase plus the free energy
of the distortions from the high-symmety phase, that
is, the order parameter. As the order parameter
is small, we can expand the free energy as a Taylor
series in terms of the order parameter. There are

various constraints imposed by symmetry on the coef-
ficients of this expansion, and usefiil expressions for
the free energy thermodynamic potential can be
derived. Thus the physical idea that underlies this type
of treatment is quite straightforward, although the
algebraic aspects of a quantitative treatment can
be rather complicated. This approach has been used
by Salje and coworkers (Salje 1985, 1987, Salle et al.
1985, Redfern & Salje 1987) and by Hatch and
coworkers (Hatch et al. 1987 " Hatch & Ghose 1989a
b, Hatch & Griffen 1989) for the analysis of phase
transitions in some minerals.

App lic ation to v e s uv ianit e

11s limited information on the temperature depen-
dence of the optical data shows the (spontaneous) bire-
fringence down [001] to decrease with increasing tem-
perature. This finding, together with the symmetry
relationships in vesuvianite, suggest a continuous
transition between a high-symmetry phase and a low-
symmetry phase, from a high-temperature tetragonal
(uniaxial) structure to a low-temperature (biaxial)
structure. There may, in fact be more than one transi-
tion in this system, as the high symmetry of the parent
structure could allow a series of continuous transitions
with decreasing temperature. Such a possibility can
only be examined by detailed quantitative measure-
ments of order parameter(s) as a function of tempera-
ture. At present, it is sufficient to identify the presence
of a transition. and consider which of the unusual
feafures of vesuvianite are a result of this transition.

In a P4lnnc --> P2ln transition. the translational
symmetry remains unchanged, and the critical point
of the Brillouin zone is the origin. Thus the primary
order-parameter must transform under a I point (zone-
center) represefianot of PLlnnc. Inspection of Table 1
of Stokes & Hatch (1988) shows that the active order-
parameter must transform according to the one-dimen-
sional representation T5+ of P$/nnc. This is a pure
ferroelastic transition (Aizu 1969, Tol6dano 1979),
and bottr Landau and Lifshitz frequencies ate zero,
as required for a continuous transition. Hence the basis
functions of the active ireducible representation trans-
form as the components of the spontaneous strain.
Schlenker et al. (L978) gave the generalized
Lagrangian sftain tensor components. Using the stan-
dard axes of vesuvianite, the components of the spon-
taneous strain are:

ey= (ar- a)lq, e22= (a1- b^)lat, ezz=
(cr-c^\c, (1)

where the subscripts denote the symmetry of the
structure, Assuming that (a. + c^)12 = a, and ct = cmo
we may calculate the spontaneous strain from the
metrically unconstrained cell-dimensions of the vesu-
vianite semples ofGroat et al. (1992a). This correlates
strongly with the 2V values measured for these crys-
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tats (Fig. 9), and also should correlate with the sponta-
neous birefringence.

The components of the spontaneous strain trans-
form as tle order parameter for tle representation f5*,
and hence the spontaneous strain could drive the tran-
sition. However, all suggestions as to the possible
symmetry-lowering mechanism in vesuvianite have
involved cation ordering; we will consider this next.

Ordering of channel cations as an order pararneter

There have been several suggestions that lowering
of symmetry in vesuvianite primarily involves order-
ing of cations over the channel sites X(4)A + X(4)B
and I(1)A + f(l)B (Table 10). However, the order
parameters associated with such mechanisms do not
transform as the 15+ irreducible representation
of P4/nnc, and hence connot drive a (ferroelastic)
P4lnnc -+ P2/n phase tansition. Tbey can drive a
ferroic transition, P4lnnc -+ P4/n, but the basic prob-
lem in vesuvianite involves breaking of tetragonal
symmetry, and such channel ordering cannot be the
cause of this (unless the lower symmetry is P2 rather
that P2ln, in which case ordering over quartets
of channel sites (Table l0) would occur and could
drive the transition).

Ordering of chnnnel cations and dffiaction symrnetry

There have been several refinements of the struc-
fure of vesuvianite in space group P4ln, and these
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Flc. 9. Variation of spontaneous strain with optic axial angle (2V for selected crystals of

vesuvianite.

have shown significant ordering of cations over sites
that are equivalent rn P4lnnc. Specifically, the channel
sites [abeled Ca(4)A and Ca(4)8, and M(3)A and
M(3)Bby Giuseppetti &Mazxi (1983)l have split into
two sets of two equivalent sites, ratler than one set
of four equivalent sites in the P4lnnc structure. It is
instructive to examine the expression for the structure
factor in P4ln, and see the effect of ordering on the
diffraction characteristics. Using standard terminology
(International Tables for X-ray Crystallography,

IABI.E 10. CIIANNBL SITES AS A FI'NCTTON OF
TUMRISY

P4/ffic P4/n P2/a, Pn, P7 P2, Pl

x(4)a
x('r)A'

r(4)A
x(4)A'

x(4)B'

x(4)8.

Y(r.)A'

Y(1)a"

Y(I , )B'

Y(1)B'

x(4)D x(4)B

Y(r . )A Y( l )A

Y(1)B Y(r-)B
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L974),the structure factor may be written as

A = Scosn(li - lilx + [h + ldy - hl2)cosn(lh +
l*x - lh - kly - H2)cos2n(lz + [h+1414) (2)

For the Z(1)A and Z(1)B sites, x = ! = 1.14, and,
equation (2) reduces to

a=8cos2n(1il4+H4+lz) (3)

As this is symmetrical in fr and k, Ahkr = Akr,1 for x =
y = L/4, and ordering over I(1)A (L14, ll4, z) and
Y(I)B (L/4, ll4, z') does not break 4lmmm Laue sym-
metry. Thus the deviations from 4lmmrn Laue symme-
try noted above must be caused by other structural
factors than ordering over the I(1)A and I(1)B sites.
On the other hand, such ordering can produce intensity
for reflections of the type h\l, h + I = 2n + L, and
hence the occlurence of vertical-glide-violating reflec-
tions could be due to ordering over I(1)A and I(1)8.

There are 1rrs imfortant points that result from the
above sonsiderations: (i) the argument generalizes
to a// channel sites, and hence channel ordering of any
kind is not sufncient to describe a change in symmetry
from P4lnnc to P4ln. There must be significant
changes in order or atomic positions at sites lying off
the channels through the structure, possibly occurring
as relaxation in response to ordering of channel
cations. Also, the only diffraction information on
order of cations in the channels lies in the ghde-viol-
ating reflections. (ii) Ordering of channel cations
of this type cannot account for the deviations from
tetragonal symmetry (as shown above when consider-
ing the group-theory aspects of aP4lnnc -+ Y2lntran-
sition). In principle, ordering of channel cations such
that f(1) splits into four distinct sites could drive
a P4lnnc -+ P2 transition, and it is perhaps significant
that Allen & Burnham (1992) rcported positive SHG
(Second Hannonic Generation) signals from samples
of vesuvianite showing shong glide-violating reflec-
tions, suggesting non-centrosymmetric space-group
synmerry.

As noted above, ordering of cations over pairs
of channel sites cannot dive a P4lnnc -+ Y2/n f:ansi-
tion. However, such ordering does contribute to the
intensity of reflections of types a, b and c (Table 4).
Inspection of Tables 5 and 7 shows the relationship
between the intensities of the violating reflections and
the deviation from tetragonal symmetry, as measured
by 2V n the {001} (2V = G-10'), {L}ll (2V = 36)
and { 100} (2V = 6L") zones of sample V12. Although
the violating reflections are strongest for the {100}
zone, where 2Vis largest, the violating reflections are
weakest for the {101} zone, whete 2V is still quite
large (36'), and intermediate between these two for
the {001} zone, where 2V is small. Thus there is nor
a l:L correlation between tle intensity of the violating
reflections and the deviation from tetragonal synme-
try as measured by the observed 2V values. This
tlrows some doubt on the presence of a P4lnnc --> Y2

hansition driven by ordering of cations over quariets
of channel sites, as in that case, one might expect
a direct relationship between the intensities of the viol-
ating reflections and 2V. This also suggests that we
will not identify the principal order-parameter until
there has been an adequate structural refinement of
4 meaqslinis vesuvianite (work in progress).

Twinning in vesuvianite

Many investigators have proposed that twinning
occurs in vesuvianite, both to account for the appear-
ance of some samples in transmitted l ight, and
to account for its unusual physical and diffraction
properties. We regard it as possible tlat many vesu-
vianite samples may be twinned. However, this is not
the reason why vesuvianite deviates from tetragonal
synmelry.

Twinning of the kind usually proposed, for vesu-
vianite (e.9., by reflection across a mirror | | {110})
will. increase the apparent symmetry for most physical
processes such as transmission of light or diffraction
of X rays, provided that the scale of the twinning is
fine relative to the energetic or spatial resolution ofthe
process. Hence twinning will tend to reduce the opti-
cal or diffraction o'anomalies" of a mineral and cannot
normally contribute to such features. Thus although
twinning may be present in vesuvianite, it cannot be a
causative factor for the "anomalous" features of this
mineral.

Antiphase domnins

Several samples of vesuvianite have been refined in
the space-group P4/n, with the resulting patterns
of order among channel cations distinct from those
expected rn P4lnnc symmetry. In the transition P4lnnc
--> P4ln, there are two possible origins of the P4ln celT
relative to the parent P4lnnc cell: (0,0,0) and
(1./2,0,1.12). Thence there is the possibility of the
development of antiphase domains of P4ln structure
with a relative displacement of. (0,0,1/2).

Veblen & Weichmann (1991) have recently shown
that a vesuvianite crystal from Crestmore, California"
is made up of domains lG-50 nm wide elongate paral-
lel to [001]. This particular specimen shows selected-
area electron-diffraction patterns consistent with P4ln
symmetry, but is weakly optically biaxial; Veblen
& Weichmann (1991) suggested that the true symme-
try of this vesuvianite is P2/n or lower. On the other
hand, our IIRTEM examination of vesuvianite V12
from the Jeffrey mine, Quebec, shows no sign of any
antiphase domains. In particular, the {100} sector
shows strong deviation from tetragonal symmetry and
uniaxial optical behavior (2V * 60'), in line with the
absence of domain structure (as the twin relationship
between different domains will tend to average out
deviations from tetagonal behavior in macroscopic or
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long-range properties). This is in line with the idea of crystallization overlaps the temperature of the tran-
of a high-temperature (>500'C) phase transition, sition. In this case, vesuvianite initially crystallizes
where crystals forming above the transition will invert with P$lnnc symmetry as in case (i). However, as the
to the lower symmetry through the transition, forming temperature falls through that of the transition,
finely twinned domains (c/. Veblen & Weichmann a lower-symmetry drangement begins to crystallize,
1991), whereas crystals forming below the transition and the inrtial P4lnnc structue inverts to the lower
will be untwinned and will have the lower-symmetry form with a polysynthetically twinned arrangement.
structural alrangement over the long range. This process produces a pseudo-tetragonal core with

an overgtowth of strongly biaxial vesuvianite.
The origin of sector zoning

Sector zoning is observed in many minerals, and
has been explained as a result of differences in compo-
sition or degree of order that relate to differential
interaction of components with different crystai-
growth faces of a mineral. This mechanism can
be invoked here to mlisnalizs sector-zoned vesuvian-
ite, as our chemical data show small but significant
compositional differences between sectors.

As yet, there has not been a successful refinement
of the structure of a non-tetragonal vesuvianite (cur-
rently under investigation by us), and thus the com-
plete details of the physical mechanism associated
with the (tetragonal) symmetry-breaking transition are
not known. In terms of crystal growth, the attitude
of the structure with respect to the growing faces of
the crystal is of obvious importance in terms of the
character ofthe order parameter that drives the transi-
tion.

Temperature range of cry stallizption

The presence of a (continuous) phase transition
accounts for many (but not all) of the physical features
observed in vesuvianite, the key aspect being the rela-
tionship of the temperature of transition to tle temper-
ature interval of crystallization of the specific sample.
We can recognize tbree situations: (i) The temperature
interval of crystallization is above the temperature
of the transition. In this case, the vesuvianite crystal-
lizes with P4lnnc symmetry. On cooling, it passes
through the [ansition and inverts to a lower symme-
try, which produces fine-scale twinning. This produces
the *normal" vesuvianite with uniform extinction and
small (< 5") 2V. The fact that 2V does not equal zero
indicates that the true symmetry is not tetragonal (1.e.,
the crystal is not uniaxial), but the fine-scale twinning
serves to simulate (pseudo-)tetragonal optical behav-
ior. Such a twinned structure has been observed by
Veblen & Weichmann (1991) in vesuvianite from
Crestmore (Califomia) that formed close to a contact
with a quartz monzonite (i.e., at a relatively high tem-
perature). (ii) The temperature of crystallization
is completely below the temperature of the transition.
In this case, vesuvianite crystallizes witl non-tetra-
gonal symmetry, and the complexities that are
observed must be due to crystal growth; this leads to
sector-zoned vesuvianite. (iii) The temperature

Cowcl-ustoNs

(i) Optical examination shows virtually all vesu-
vianite samples to be biaxial, with 2y varying in the
range O-62o.
(ii) X-ray data show no discernable deviation from
tetragonal symmetry.
(iii) If compared to the ideal P\lnnc structure, all
glide-plane symmetries are violated except for the
n-glide perpendicular to Z.
(iv) Sector-zoned vesuvianite shows compositional
and optical (2V1 differences between sectors.
(v) The optic axial plane is parallel or perpendicular
to the axes of an ideal tetragonal crystal this discounts
several orthorhombic and monoclinic subgroups, with
principal axes at 45o to the ideal tetragonal axes.
(vi) Optical and diffraction data indicate tlat vesu-
v\ailtehas P,ln or Pn space-group symmetry.
(vii) We suggest that vesuvianite undergoes a ferro-
elastic phase-transition at high temperatures (>500'C)
from a P4lnnc structure to a P2ln or Pn structure.
(viii) Ordering ofchannel cations over nonequivalent
pairs of I(1) and X(4) sites cannot be the order para-
meter that drives the P4lnnc -+ P2ln transition, as
it does not transform as the active irreducible repre-
sentation of this transition.
(ix) We propose that the different optical types of
vesuvianite arise from different relationships between
the temperature range of crystallization and the
temperature of the ferroelastic phase-transition.
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